Meeting the Needs of a Dynamic and Changing Industry
The insurance industry is evolving faster than ever. Increasing competition, the commoditisation of
offerings and changing demands require insurers to rethink their strategies. Simply put, today’s insurers
can’t afford to miss out on short-term opportunities.
Outdated systems hinder the ability to enact short-term change. However, the quicker, digital-only
alternatives often lack the robust resilience of an end-to-end PAS (policy administration system). How
can today’s insurers meet the needs of a dynamic new market where personal, commercial and micro
insurance lines have blurred, and traditional products just don’t suffice?
Insurers need an out-of-the-box, cloud-native solution that answers the critical urgency for change
without a large investment of time and money. They require a solution that provides a secure, streamlined
upgrade and enables them to quickly launch new products and manage change with speed and agility.
Perhaps most importantly, they need a scalable solution that also serves as a catalyst for growth – not
only today but into the future.

Sapiens IDIT Go is Precisely that Solution.
IDIT Go Provides:

Faster Time
to Market

Digital
First

Resilience of a
Full Fledged PAS

Cloud-Native
Benefits

Ensured Investment
for Years to Come

Go live & manage
change with speed
and agility. Launch
new products
within weeks.

Out of the box,
configurable
portals for
consumers and
agents.

Robust, industryproven policy
administration
system, with
deep insurance
functionality.

Flexible, scalable
and secure.
Includes managed
services, allowing
insurers to focus on
the business and
not the technology.

Built on the same
technology as our
industry-leading
IDITSuite.

Ready, Set, IDIT Go!
Our pre-packaged, ready-to-go solution streamlines implementation and operations, allowing you to
launch new products quickly and easily. Created for a new era of insurance products with low coding.
Sapiens’ highly experienced delivery team uses agile methodologies to deliver tangible business benefits
within a very short time frame. All at a fixed price!
Extensive, out-of-the-box business functionality and automation reduce the total cost of ownership,
shorten time to market and enhance the customer experience, leading to higher retention and increased
revenues. It is perfectly suited to any organisation (existing players, greenfield insurers or digital startups) looking to quickly meet critical and longer-term business goals.

Digital First
Our preconfigured digital portals deliver best-in-market practices for an enhanced user experience,
ensuring immediate deployment and customer engagement. You start immediately. Our insurance
experts designed the portal content to use as a base for insurers to build on, but we recognise
that many insurers have invested considerable time and money developing their own portals.
This is where our APIs and out-of- the-box tools can integrate with any third-party system.
Sapiens’ insurtech ecosystem delivers pre-built components that can be utilised as accelerators to
allow you to incorporate market leading solutions for better customer engagement, sales and marketing,
product enhancements and more.

Don’t Relinquish Resilience
Sapiens IDIT Go is an end-to-end, core insurance solution. IDIT Go combines Sapiens’ expertise together
with the deep insurance functionality that you’ve come to expect. Its configurable product templates and
content enable quicker time to market for new products. IDIT Go’s multi-lingual, multi-currency and multicountry functionality supports a wide range of personal and commercial lines. Simply pick your products,
configure and go!

Soar with Our Cloud-Native Solution
IDIT Go is a cloud-first platform that delivers
benefits only the cloud can provide. Enjoy
operational efficiencies, scalability and
security. Importantly, you will benefit
from regular streamlined upgrades.
Cloud solutions effortlessly support
organisations as they scale up,
adapting to changing business
needs and supporting business
continuity. They are available 24x7
and accessible from anywhere.
Our managed services allow you
to transfer any monitoring and
management requirements to a
team of experts dedicated to you.
Managed services enable you to focus
on your core business objectives without
worrying about IT.

Ready Today – for Tomorrow!
You are investing in a solution that will last. Built on the same technology as our industry-leading
IDITSuite, IDIT Go is a platform benefiting from continuous R&D investment that will evolve over
time in partnership with our customers. With over 35 years’ experience deploying our solutions to
hundreds of insurers worldwide, Sapiens has the expertise, knowledge and capabilities to get you
started, and more significantly - to help you succeed!

Contact us today to learn how IDIT Go can help you launch new services faster!

About Sapiens
Sapiens empowers insurers to succeed in an evolving industry. The company offers digital software platforms,
solutions and services for property & casualty; life and pensions; and reinsurance. With more than 35 years of
experience delivering to over 500 organizations globally, Sapiens has a proven ability to satisfy customers’ core,
data and digital requirements. For more information: www.sapiens.com
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